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A guided journey through the 12 Step procedure. An agnostic libertarian Grisham problems a few of the "cult" like
methods in today's groups and encourages you to think for yourself, live without fear, and tap the resource of power
that resides within people. This publication cuts through the myths and misconceptions of what it really is to live in
recovery and gives us a glimpse in to the independence that being sober may bring. Grisham provides been clean and
sober since January 8th, 1989.L., and the author of 'An American Demon'.O.S. A Principle of Recovery is usually a glance
at sobriety through the eyes and heart of Jack Grisham--lead singer of the punk band T. Warning, this book is normally
dangerous to those that enjoy being sheep.
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Jack does an excellent job of explaining issues in his own phrases and .!!. It helps in the event that you read this
publication with an open non-judgmental mind. And what a great thing that is. Completely Worth Your Time. I have
already re-read this book and it has helped in my recovery process. An Ice Great, Fresh Breath Of Air An absolute must
have! I completely enjoyed reading this book. As someone who has been in recovery for many, many years, I've read
many, many books; It really is believed provoking and a far more laid back approach to the 12 measures.e. "There's
More To Quitting Drinking Than Quitting Drinking" and "A FRESH Pair Of Glasses" etc, etc) and Mr.. Jack writes with an
accurate mixture of humor and with deadly earnestness about the 12 guidelines and the transformations as the result of
functioning them. I was held locked into this reserve as Jack shares his knowledge strength and wish through various
anecdotes. Most of all, I was able to relate to his tales (relating is a must for those folks in recovery) and I believe most
can have the same knowledge in identifying. This reserve may also come in really handy when acquiring others through
the techniques. Just read it!. Five Stars Great read really reduces the 12 techniques into somewhat lay men's terms. A
permanent part of my "toolbox." He never shows up off as preachy or better. I anticipate reading his next book This book
lives up to its title. Jack Grisham gives an unflinching check out the mind of someone active within their recovery from
drugs and alcohol. It does not sugarcoat anything and highlights how the procedure of recovery ought to be available for
all who are ready and ready to seek it. Nevertheless i respect Jack from the original 'scene', or whatever you would like
to call it from out here in Southern California to value his opinion and input on life itself. Recommend it.But that's
simply me. I look forward to reading his next publication, as he continues to set the bar pretty high with regards to
telling it enjoy it is. I am inspired and so grateful to have Jack Grisham talk about his amazing insight, experience A
must read! It is apparent that jack is a superb tale teller from his body of work, both created and spoken or sang as the
case probably. I am inspired therefore grateful to possess Jack Grisham talk about his amazing insight, encounter, and
hope, in that basic frank and humorous way. You will need not be just an alcoholic to have the message;! A trip that
bring us to the right here and now with a different perspective of the past, plus the go through is an excellent refresher
for those a little more seasoned in this trip. Breathing life in to the 12 steps through genuine and seasoned story telling
Breathing life into the 12 steps through authentic and seasoned tale telling, jack provides his personal perspective and
how it has evolved over time. Great to see that you can have your own encounter and don’t have to be a lemming within
the walls of some church basement. My friend has read this book and stated just what a great reserve it is!!The chapter
on “the bedevilment's” gave me clarity which has deepened my understanding of this path, even after personally being
exposed for the better part of my entire life. This is real and raw and to the idea. Anyone can benefit in every area of
existence. This skill has developed from natural entertainment to insightful support. I want more! This is a great book for
anyone having difficulty understanding the 12 steps ... This is a great book for anybody having difficulty understanding
the 12 steps of recovery. It is also great because it's a different way of looking at AA without it feeling all culty from an
agnostic perspective who's been sober over 20 years. Jack Grisham tackles these subjects and many more with a
writing style that makes reading this reserve akin to having a conversation with an old friend. I've bought more copies
for close friends and am encouraging various other friends to read aswell who are in a 12 step system. I’ve been on the
program for many years. The perspective is fantastic. like the obvious reads (i. I recommended it for some guys I worked
with in a recovery house.. I also liked the perspective of the inventory and the assorted rational for the assorted
approaches, this was personally very helpful. A philosophical method of the twelve steps put in a easy reading “deep”
book possible for anybody to grasp and apply if indeed they choose. Seriously I recommend this book for anyone who is a
chronic relapser or for anybody who simply hasn’t had an excellent encounter in AA and is definitely dry and crispy as
Angeles Crest brush in October. This book would be of curiosity to followers of Jack Grisham, punk singer, but also of
curiosity to those who would doubt their own ability to take part in recovery or are intimidated by the "rules" that some
perceive as inherent in the 12 steps.Funny, direct, harrowing, and only a great read for all those of all of us not addicted
to anything,,,,,,as we tell ourselves. I bought this as a gift for a dear friend that simply completed a 30 day stay at Betty
Ford Treatment Middle. He never comes off as preachy or superior. Grisham's publication is a complete ice cool,
refreshing breath of air. Jack calls for an in-depth walk thru the twelve steps with his own experiences and insight.. The
dogma, the gurus, and the general parroting of slogans and circuit loudspeakers actually annoyed me. you can apply this



to other 12 step programs as well (drugs, co-dependants, gambling, sex). I would recommend this publication to anyone!
Jack will an excellent job of explaining points in his own words and it makes it easier for the reader to understand the
thoughts or emotions he provides towards the techniques and what role they play in his lifestyle. HAVE A FRESH
EXPERIENCE This book blew my mind. Excellent read I highly recommend this book to anyone fighting addiction.. A range
of self questions woven in allows the reader to see through their own lens while pursuing jacks personal tales. I havent
experienced 12-step, havent needed to seek help, have no real addictions. This publication is certainly up there with
these classics. I would recommend this book to anyone that is in recovery!! Believe me, i think we all have addictions to
something, become it romance, friendship, or the limitless search to describe certain things in our lives that people
cannot put into words and explain to others. The person not used to acquiring this spiritual trip often includes a mindset
that is wonderfully illustrated in these tales..this book will help you think of things in a better way. Five Stars Such an
excellent read!! Rock Your Recovery Great tag along publication for all those in recovery and working a step program.
Certainly influenced their lives..Jack's unusual method of workin the program provides insight, humor and
encouragement. ROCK YOUR RECOVERY !!!.
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